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On September 05,2023, Special Agent (SA) Jason Snyder (Snyder) and Special Agent
Tiffany Najmulski (Najmulski), with the Ohio Attorney General’s Office Bureau of
Criminal Investigation (BCI), conducted a recorded interview of Patrolman (Ptl.) Justin
Rice (Rice). The interview was conducted at the Celina Police Department (Celina PD),
located at 202 N. Main St. A, Celina, Oh. 45822.

Both SA Snyder and Ptl. Rice agreed to meet this date and location. Ptl. Rice was
advised that he did not have to talk to agents and they could leave at any time. Ptl.
Rice voluntarily agreed to speak to agents. Before taping began, SA Snyder introduced
himself and briefly explained who he was and why he was there.

SA Snyder advised Ptl. Rice that he was conducting a criminal investigation. SA Snyder
also advised Ptl. Rice that he was not conducting a “Garrity” investigation. Ptl. Rice
was given a Criminal Investigation Notification (CIN) form (see attached). Ptl. Rice
signed the CIN acknowledging he understood what the form was notifying him of.
Also present during the interview was Ptl. Rice’s attorney, Attorney (Atty.) John R.
Sauter (Sauter).

Ptl. Rice presented agents with a written statement which stated he has been in law
enforcement since 2021. During the incident, Ptl. Rice was well rested, wearing a
complete police uniform, and driving an issued law enforcement vehicle. Ptl. Rice’s
unit number is 18. Ptl. Rice was not under the influence of illegal or prescription
drugs. For additional information, see the attached statement of Ptl. Rice.
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SA Snyder asked Ptl. Rice if he was under the influence of illegal or prescription drugs.
Ptl. Rice stated that he was not. Due to his injuries (concussion and neck sprain), up
until two (2) days ago, Ptl. Rice had a headache, but was feeling good at that time. He
had one more follow-up doctor’s appointment. He stated that he was “a lot clearer”
at that time.

SA Snyder asked Ptl. Rice about an incident concerning a Corey C. Andrew (Andrew) on
August 25, 2023. Ptl. Rice heard on the radio that Ptl. Dave Powell (Powell) was at the
Eastview Park with a vehicle. Ptl. Rice drove to the area to “back-up” Ptl. Powell.

When Ptl. Rice arrived, he saw Ptl. Powell’s cruiser was about 30 yards away from a
grey in color Trailblazer, which was near the shelters on the north side of the parking
lot. Ptl. Powell was talking to the driver, who was later identified as Andrew. Ptl. Rice
parked his cruiser near Ptl. Powell’s cruiser near the entrance of the park. He exited
and took about five steps in the direction of the Trailblazer.

When Ptl. Rice walked the five steps, Andrew put the Trailblazer into drive and moved
forward and to the left, at a high rate of speed, “squealing it’s tires”. Ptl. Powell yelled
“stop” to Andrew. The Trailblazer made a big “loop” turning to the west and not
turning out of the entrance of the parking lot, which was open. The Trailblazer then
turned to the east and toward Ptl. Powell. Next, the Trailblazer turned to Ptl. Rice's
location. Ptl. Rice saw that the Trailblazer was pointed directly at him with no
headlights on. Andrew had at least two chances to leave the park, but failed to do
so. At this time, Ptl. Rice “feared” for his life.

Ptl. Rice attempted to avoid the Trailblazer by moving backward and turning away
from the Trailblazer's path. While doing this, Ptl. Rice stumbled and fell to the
ground, nearly being hit by the Trailblazer. When he fell to the ground, Ptl. Rice hit
the back part of his head onto the ground. This was with enough force that his head
started to bleed. Also, some of the gear which Ptl. Rice was wearing at the time fell
off of him and was left at the scene.

Ptl. Rice explained at this time, his memory is not very good, due to the injury he
received during the incident. The next thing he remembers is he was “clearing a jam
from my gun”. He also remembered that he told someone later on that he thought he
shot his weapon twice. Ptl. Rice did have a chance to review his car and bodycam
recordings before the interview. Ptl. Rice explained that he fired his weapon while the
Trailblazer was near him, going away from him. The “dude tried to hit me” Ptl. Rice
stated.

After clearing his weapons jam, Ptl. Rice recalled that the Trailblazer drove past him
and stopped at the walking path in the park. He went to his cruiser and realized that
his head was hurting. Ptl. Anthony Poppe (Poppe) arrived on scene at that time.
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Ptl. Poppe ordered Andrew out of the Trailblazer. Hannah Pawelski (Pawelski), who
was in the Trailblazer with Andrew, yelled out that Andrew was seizing from the
mouth, and unable to leave the Trailblazer. They ordered out Pawelski, to which she
complied. When Pawelski was safely with the officers, she advised them that her
small child was in the back seat of the Trailblazer. Due to this, it was determined that
the child had to be removed from the Trailblazer as soon as possible. Ptl. Rice did
not know there was child in the back of the Trailblazer until that time.

Ptl. Rice, with the assistance of Ptl. Powell, moved up to the Trailblazer and took the
child out of the back of it. Ptl. Rice stayed with the child at his cruiser until additional
officers from other agencies arrived. Ptl. Rice attempted to assist with Andrew's
medical care, but was asked to move back and attend to his own injuries.

Ptl. Rice took off his vest near his cruiser and found that he did not have any gun shot
wounds. Then, Ptl. Rice was transported to the office and then to the hospital. He
was later released.

SA Snyder asked Ptl. Rice about his memory recall. Ptl. Rice stated that when he hit
his head, there was a time he does not recall and parts of before and after the injury
which are “spotty” to him.

SA Snyder asked Ptl. Rice if he had contact with Andrew in the past. Ptl. Rice has not
had contact with Andrew in the past. Both did attend the same high school, but they
did not have contact with one another.

SA Snyder asked Ptl. Rice to create a sketch of the incident. Ptl. Rice drew a sketch of
the incident showing points of interest on the sketch. He also reviewed a bodycam
video of his actions during the incident. He was given this opportunity in an attempt
to remember additional information.

After reviewing the video, Ptl. Rice saw that he was holding his flashlight which he
does not remember. He does not recall several parts at the beginning of the video
recorded by him.

This interview was video recorded, uploaded and stored within the Axon system under
this case file number.

This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author to be of the most
relevance to the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and
answers from the interview. Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the
reader’s overall understanding of the information elicited during the interview and
may not be reflective of the actual sequencing of questions.
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Attachment # 01: CIN for Rice
Attachment # 02: Statement of Justin Rice
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